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ABOUT
CMA Global Instructor

M. Irfat is a CA, CIMA(UK), and 
CMA(USA) by profession and an 
educationist by passion.

Over more than 20 years, Irfat has 
taught thousands of students and has 
earned a name which is synonymous to 
the subject he teaches.

His students call him the “God of 
Costing”. He has been felicitated with 
various awards and recognition 
including most recently “The Teaching 
Excellence”, awarded by the Indus 
Global Foundation at Bangalore.

M. Irfat
CA,  CMA(USA), CIMA(UK)

LET’S CONNECT
If you d̓ like to get in touch directly with us,
we can be reached at connect@NorthStarAcad.com or find us online:

ABOUT NorthStar Academy
NorthStar Academy or NSA is a premier institution for finance and management accountant 
located centrally at Bangalore, India. Established since 2011, NSA came into being with the 
whole objective of providing quality online training for professional courses.

NSA has taught over 15,000 students from not just India but over 30 + countries around the 
world including (in alphabetical order) Australia, Bangladesh, China, Kuwait, Oman, Pakistan, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, UK, USA to name a few.

Click and connect with me on 

Click on the links

https://www.facebook.com/NorthStarAcad
https://www.instagram.com/northstaracad/
https://www.youtube.com/c/NorthStarAcademy
https://www.linkedin.com/company/northstaracad
https://www.linkedin.com/in/irfat-m/


REACH
ON TIME

Hack #1

Reach the prometric center at 
least one hour before the 
scheduled time. This will give 
your sufficient time to relax and 
familiarise yourself with the 
prometric centerʼs infrastructure, 
particularly the rest room and the 
locker area which you may use.

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT

Hack #2

You need to be there inside the 
exam hall for four hours at a 
stretch. If you drink a lot of water 
just before the exam, you may 
need a rest room break. You may 
lose time in the process. 
Remember, the exam timer 
continues while you take this 
break.
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7 Hacks to Answer all 100 MCQ’s
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7 Hacks to Answer all 100 MCQ’s

CONFUSED?
USE 50:50

Hack #3

Not sure of the right answer, use 
50:50 or what we call as the 
Elimination Strategy.

First eliminate the options that on 
the face of it seem incorrect. If 
you can eliminate at least two 
options, your chances of getting 
the right answer increases.

RAN OUT 
OF TIME?
DON’T PANIC

Hack #4

Since, no negative marking in the 
CMA Exam, make the best fit. 
When you run out of time, do not 
panic, just put your best guess for 
every unattended questions. You 
still hace 25% chanve of getting it 
right.



HOP, SKIP 
AND JUMP

Hack #6

You can always hop a question 
but before that put your best 
guess and flag it. You can always 
review flagged question at the 
end and in case you ran out of 
time, you still have put your best 
guess.

FINISHED
BEFORE
3 HOURS?

Hack #5

Spend the extra time to review 
the questions you have flagged. 
In case you are confident, submit 
the MCQ test and jump into the 
essay section. You will be able to 
carry forward and use the extra 
time saved. But remember, you 
will not be able to come back to 
the essay section again.
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7 Hacks to Answer all 100 MCQ’s



7 Hacks to Answer all 100 MCQ’s

ALWAYS
GO EASY

Hack #7

All 100 questions carry the 
same weightage. First answer 
questions that are simple and 
easy. Guess answers and put 
your best choices, complex 
and time consuming questions 
to be attempted later. It will 
help you finish most of the 
questions in very less time, 
giving you the confidence you 
need.
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HEAR FROM OUR STUDENTS

“NSA is the best place to
rediscover passions
towards studies and
the only place where 
academics feels like home. 
Continous monitoring helps 
students to take exams 
with utmost confidence.”

“Complicated stuffs 
made easy. 
Costing classes at 
its very best. 
Become a 
STAR @ NORTHSTAR”

“NSA create friendly
environment & helps us
to achieve our ambition.
Irfat sir makes
the classes even 
more comfortable.”

#FlyhighwithNorthStar

#NSArocks #Flywithcolors@NSA



MOVE ON
Hack #1

Do not carry the thought of what 
went wrong in MCQʼs. Remember, 
you have done awesome and 
reached the essay sections. Now, 
messing this up would be a 
greater loss. Cheer up and focus.
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7 Hacks to Score in Essay Questions

RUN 
THROUGH
QUESTIONS
FIRST

Hack #2

At the very start, read all the 
questions and its sub parts and 
identify what is being asked. 
Make note of direct questions 
which has no reference to the 
essay. Once identified what is 
being asked for, read the essay 
objectively keeping focus on 
areas being asked for the 
questions.
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VERBS IN THE
QUESTION

Hack #4

Verbs like explain, analyse, 
examine, compare, interpret 
convey the requirement of the 
questions. Ensure that you strictly 
restrict to those important 
requirements of the questions. If it 
said, explain, explain, interpret, 
interpret.

7 Hacks to Score in Essay Questions

KNOW WHAT 
IS BEING
ASKED FOR?

Hack #3

Focus on just what is being asked 
for. Keep your answer brief, to the 
point and do not forget to include 
key words in it. Remember, just 
the length of answer is not going 
to fetch you marks.
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ADOPT THE
M.E.C.E.
PRINCIPLE

Hack #6

Mutually Exclusive means that 
two events cannot occur at the 
same time. While writing an 
answer ensure that each point is 
separate from the other and 
covered paragraph wise.

Collectively Exhaustive means 
that all the possible options have 
been covered.

Therefore, MECE not only helps in 
breaking down the answer into 
smaller and more comprehensible 
parts but also ensures that all the 
aspects of the answer are 
covered.

7 Hacks to Score in Essay Questions

SPEAK MORE
WITH LESS

Hack #5

Structure and flow of your 
answer is very important. So form 
the overall structure and 
punctuations in mind before you 
begin. Write short sentences and 
ensure to keep a check on 
grammar and spellings. You will 
not have MS Word to track your 
spelling error.
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OUT OF TIME
Hack #7

Blank answers cannot be 
evaluated even if the graders 
want your score up. Donʼt leave 
any questions unanswered. If out 
of time, write the bullet points. 
Convey to the examiner that you 
knew the answer, but just ran out 
of time.

7 Hacks to Score in Essay Questions

HEAR FROM OUR STUDENTS

“ NSA educates
people by making
it more simple.

Northstar made
us who we are.”

“Best place to join for 
CA aspirants.
The place where I took
my life seriously.
The best faculties I could
ever think off.”

The CMA journey has been
very smooth with NSA.
Irfat sir’s classes are very 
interesting & lively which
gives us a wholesome
knowledge about the topics
of this course.
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The ICMA recently announced a newinterface and here weʼll guide you through the new screens. You get about 15 
minutes to get introduced to the exam software window. Go through it peacefully and use that time to relax and 
settle down. Your exam timer will not start until that introduction is completed. Familiarise, yourself with the MCQ 
Exam window.

1. Question and Section Number
Indicates which question you are answering and the 
section of the exam you currently have on-screen.

2. Time Remaining
Displays the time you have remaining in the current 
section. Clicking it will display the total exam time 
remaining.

3. Progress
Tracks the percentage of questions complete in the 
current section.

4. Finish
Donʼt click this button until you have responded to or 
flagged all of the MCQs. Clicking it will take you to a 
review showing questions unanswered or flagged and 
from there you can then move on to the next section of 
the exam.

5. Navigation Menu
A visual representation of where you are on the current 
section of the exam. You may use this menu to 
quicklymove between questions. The numbered 
buttons change appearance according to their status:

6. Question and Answer Choices
Displays the content of the current question. Click an 
answer choice to select it.

7. Calculator
A basic tool for simple computations. It is similar to 
calculators used in common software programs.

8. Time Value Tables
This gives you access to Time Value Tables for 
questions that require them. It will open as a PDF.

9. References
The gear icon leads to a preference menu filled with 
options for adjusting the text and background colors of 
the exam screens. If you experience discomfort or 
difficulty reading the exam screens due to the default 
color scheme, this menu is helpful for finding a more 
visually accessible palette.

10. Help
Contains explanations of exam functionality.

11. Flag
Mark a question for later review.

12. Back
Move to the previous question

13. Next
Move to the following question.

Know Your MCQ and Exam Interface
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1.Question and Section Number
Indicates which question you are answering and the 
section of the exam you currently have on-screen.

2.Time Remaining
Displays the time you have remaining in the current 
section. Clicking it will display the total exam time 
remaining.

3.Progress
Tracks the percentage of questions complete in the 
current section.

4.Finish
Donʼt click this button until you have responded to or 
flagged all of the essays. Clicking it will take you to a 
review showing questions unanswered or flagged and 
from there you can move on to the voluntary survey 
section of the exam.

5.Navigation Menu
A visual representation of where you are on the current 
section of the exam. You may use this menu to 
quicklymove between questions. The numbered 
buttons change appearance according to their status:

6.Essay Scenario
Displays a new screen with all of the information you 
will need to answer the questions. It will open as a PDF.

7.Answer Box
Where you type your response to the current question.

8.Word Processing Tools
These icons, when selected, enable you to select 
headings, bold, italicize, underline, left align, center, 
right align, undo, redo, and/ or save your progress 
(much like a standard word processing program).

9.Question
Displays the content of the current question.

10.Calculator
A basic tool for simple computations. It is similar to 
calculators used in common software programs.

11.Time Value Tables
This gives you access to Time Value Tables for 
questions that require them. It will open as a PDF.

12.Preferences
The gear icon leads to a preference menu filled with 
options for adjusting the text and background colors of 
the exam screens. If you experience discomfort or 
difficulty reading the exam screens due to the default 
color scheme, this menu is helpful for finding a more 
visually accessible palette.

13.Help
Contains explanations of exam functionality.

14.Flag
Mark a question for later review.

15.Back
Move to the previous question.

16.Next
Move to the following question.

Know Your MCQ and Exam Interface
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BECOME A CMA IN
14 STEPS

WATCH ME ON
YOUTUBE 

click here

https://www.youtube.com/c/NorthStarAcademy


NorthStar Academy
benefits:
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81-4747-0707 | 81-4747-1717

www.NorthStarAcad.com

info@NorthStarAcad.com
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